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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
furoya has contributed to the dictionary with 15101 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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quién
It is the pronoun who when it is exclamative or interrogative. 

quilatar
It is a version, surely older, of aquilatar.  See carat . 

quilate
1º_ Unit of mass of 205 milligrams (which today is rounded to 200 mg) for pearls or precious stones.  Its symbol is ct. 
The name was taken from Arabic 1602;  1610;  1585;  1575;  1591;  ( quirat "carob") which actually comes from the
Greek 954;  949;  961;  945;  964;  953;  959;  957;  ( keration "horn, of hard substance") which also named the "seed";
because at first carob seeds were used as a reference to weigh gems, due to the uniformity of their size and weight.  2º_
Unit of purity in precious metals, especially in gold, with the symbol K or kt.  It is equivalent to 1/24 of a fine Au in an
alloy (p.  and.  "18k gold" are 18/24 parts, with 1000 parts would have 750 purity).  3º_ Inflection of the verb quilatar
("aquilatar") .  See verbs/carat . 

quiliasmo
It is another name for millenarianism, a religious belief inspired by the Gospel of John (Revelation 20:4) where a
thousand-year period of Jesus Christ's reign is mentioned after casting Satan into the abysses.  The name is taken from
the Greek 967;  953;  955;  953;  945;  9>  ( chiliás "mil" ) . 

quilma
Large bag, of coarse and thick fabric that was used to collect fruits of the earth.  See esquilmar . 

quilo
1.   Fluid that is produced in the intestines during digestion.  2.   It is archaic writing kilo.

quilombo
Brothel, and also noise or lack of control. It comes from " kimbundu " that was the name of the villages of Black
Freedmen in Brazil that for whites were promiscuous, sordid and scandalous.

quilombola
Inhabitant of a kimbundo or quilombo in Brazil.

quilombolas
Plural of quilombola.

quimbundo
Another kimbundo spelling.  See also quilombo . 

quimera
Fabulous animal of classical mythology. It was one of the many monsters begotten by Typhoon and Echidna. Its Greek
name was 935;  953;  956;  945;  953;  961;  945;   ( Khimaira ) and the Latin, Chimaera. The phrase " chasing a
chimera " refers to look impossible ( because it is a non-existent animal ).



quimiofobia
It is not a real phobia, but a way of calling for the rejection of some people towards products with chemical additives.  .  . 
although they are indispensable in their composition.  In food it is usually the result of advertising campaigns aimed at
green consumers, but in most cases they take advantage of their ignorance and encourage an unjustified rejection of
improved products, such as salt added with potassium iodide, or flour with folic acid and iron.  It is formed with the
voices of Greek origin 967;  965;  956;  949;  953;  945;  ( kimeía "química" ) 966;  959;  946;  959;  9>  ( fovos "fear") . 
See orthorexia, paleodiet, ultra-processed. 

quimioterapeútico
Chemotherapeutic error ("related to chemotherapy"). 

quimioterapéutico
Related to chemotherapy ("medical treatment using chemicals").  See suffix -ico . 

quimioterapia
Medical treatment used mainly against cancer, consists of a very aggressive pharmacological attack against cancer
cells.  It is a word of German origin as chemotherapie, created with the Greek voices 967;  965;  956;  949;  953;  945;  (
"chemical" chemetia ) 952;  949;  961;  945;  9<  949;  953;  945;  ( therapeía "care, treatment") . 

quimioterápico
It is another variant for the word chemotherapeutic. 

quimofobia
It's another spelling for cymophobia. 

quincunce
It is a design of five points or marks spread over a square drawing (real square) with a dot at each vertex and the last in
the center.  Represents the '5' on the dice ( 8281; )  or dominoes (127115;   127065; )  .  The name is Latin for quincunx,
cis, an unofficial ancient Roman coin of 15/12 ace that had that five-point drawing in some versions.  See as , tresbolillo
, sena . 

quinina australiana
It is one of the common names of the Alstonia scholaris, Asia's own tree.  He came to query because it's synonymous
with ditains.

quinini
It may be a mistake by Quininí.

quininí
Quininí is the name of a hill and a nature reserve in the municipality of Tibacuy (Colombia).

quinquepartito
It's "made up of five parts."  From Latin quinque ( cuincue "five" ) par , partis ( "part" ) .



quinqui
In addition to a reduced form of hardware and quincallero, may be a transliteration of the English kinky that is used in
Spanish, not so much as "curl" (p. ex.)  in the kinky hair), but as twisted and even perverted (especially for the kinky
sex).

quir
1º_ It is considered a compositional element, although in Spanish the prefix quiro- ("hand") would be more adjusted, at
most "cir-", although I think this is only used in "surgery" and relatives.  2º_ It is a Castilianization, like kir, of the Hebrew
voice 1511;  14<  1497;  1512;  ( kir "wall, fortress" ) , several times mentioned in the Tanakh ("canonical holy books of
Judaism" ). 

quiro-
Variant of the prefix quir- ("hand, manual"). 

quiropraxia
Also called chiropractic is in principle a pseudoscience that represents a mystical connection (or innate intelligence)
between the spine and the divine energy that maintains a person's homeostasis.  Then, manipulating over the vertebrae
could cure any evil in the body.  Of course this is not proven, and that there is a risk of injury if practiced by someone
without medical knowledge.  Physiotherapy and lumbar massages are not directly related to chiropraxia, although many
professionals call the the most "chiropractors" and the career is taught at universities.  The name has Greek etymology
like 967;  949;  953;  961;  ( kheir "hand" ) 9<  961;  945;  963;  963;  949;  953;  957;  ( prassein "do, practice" ).  See
chirotherapy, reiki . 

quiropterapia
It must be a chirotherapy error.  See chiropractic, chiropractic. 

quiroterapia
It's another way to call chiropractic or chiropractic.  See also reiki . 

quirúrgico
Concerning surgery.  By association it is said of a very precise cut.  See prefix quir- . 

quise o quize
See verbs/wanted, want, and nothing else.

quishua palabra chirisiqui
There's a Quechua dictionary over here.  See Quechua/chirisiki

quispe
Of the aimara " kespi " means " " " Crystal stone bright 34, " 34 transparent;. Used as name ( or last name ) in the
Highlands.

quita-arena
It must be a mistake by the tool, the shower, the blowtorch "removes sand".  See verbs/remove , sand . 



quitar el sombrero
In truth for this locution the verb is used more as a pronominal, see Take off the hat, take off the hat, remove the CAP,
chap.

quitar méritos
See remove, merit, detract, discredit. 

quitarse el sombras
We should see the context; in principle it seems to "take off your hat" misspelled or misstepped by an automatic
concealer.  While we are, see also take off the hat, take off the hat, take off the cap, splash.

quitársele una losa de encima
Even ignoring the pronouns, it does not seem to me that it reaches a locution, it is perfectly understood by removing ( "to
take out" ) , se ( pronoun ) , le ( pronoun ) , una ( "feminine article of one" ) , slab ( "excessive weight" ) , de ( preposition
) , above ( "on oneself" ) . 

quito
1º_ 'Quito' is the capital city of Ecuador.  The name comes from the quitu kingdom, which occupied the Pichincha region.
 2º_ Inflection of the verb remove .  See verbs/quito . 

quitu
Highly developed American aboriginal people who occupied part of present-day Ecuador; in the fifteenth century they
were invaded by the Incas and then by the Spaniards.  The city of Quito is an eponym of the ancient kingdom.  See face
(American people). 

quía
1o_ It says "the quia" by a person who is not named, by that person known to speak.  Widely used in lunfardo, it comes
from the Spanish quidam ( "unimportant fulano") who took it from the Latin quiddam ( cuidam "some" ) .  2nd_ Female
who.

quíbebe
1o_ Sometimes pronounced as a quibebe, it is a typical dish of the Argentine NE, Paraguay and southern Brazil, it is like
a thick soup of squash or pumpkin with cornmeal.  2o_ For a certain resemblance to the word quilombo, in lunfardo it
was used as a prowess of brothel.  See queco.

química
1º_ Science that studies the basic elements in the composition of matter and their combinations.  Unlike alchemy it has
no philosophical aims nor does it seek the philosopher's stone, but shares etymology by the Egyptian kemeia ("country
of black men"?)  that it was where many chemists came from in antiquity, although it may also have Greek origin by 967;
 965;  956;  945;  ( kyma "mixture of drinks") ), and in both cases it would reach Spanish through its Arabic version 1575;
 1604;  1582;  1610;  1605;  1610;  1575;  1569;  ( al khimya "the philosopher's stone" ) , is more related to alchemy and
mysticism.  2º_ Lexical component most used as a suffix for what is related to chemistry.  3º_ Female chemist. 

químico
Concerning chemistry, especially those who are engaged in that science. 



qüenco
Obviously that cannot be Spanish.  Maybe an error by bowl, or by some spelling for Qenqo. 

r
1º_ It is the consonant called 'erre', which has a simple alveolar vibrating sound, and when used duplicated a multiple
alveolar vibrating sound that was called "canine letter"; in addition to having its regional variants.  2º_ 'R' represents the
electrical resistance, the rest in a mathematical division, the amino acid arginine; is the symbol for the prefix ronna-, for
the roentgen and for the Rankine.  3rd_ 8477; In mathematics, it represents the set of real numbers.  4º_ 'r' represents in
mathematics the line, the radius of circumference, a ratio; It is the symbol of the prefix ronto- .  See also ® ( ® ) . 

r&b
'R B' is an abbreviated way to write rhythm and blues.  The same English spelling is used in Spanish for this musical
genre.  See RnB . 

r0
'R0' or better 'R 8320;' is a reference value used in epidemiology to calculate the propagation ratio of an infectious
disease.  It is also called Basic Playback Rhythm.

ra
1º_ 'Ra' is the chemical symbol of radium.  2nd_ 'Ra' is the main god of Egyptian mythology.  3º_ 'Ra' is the name of a
province of the archipelago of the Republic of Fiji.  4º_ 'AR' is an abbreviation for augmented reality.  5º_ 'RA' was an
acronym used in Argentina during the 1983 electoral campaign by the UCR ("Radical Civic Union") for its candidate – and later president – Raúl Alfonsín.  The advertising game was to highlight the coincidence between his initials and those of the Argentine Republic.  6º_ 'ra!' cry that repeated, usually three times, is used to animate. 

rabdomiólisis
It is muscle damage that releases proteins into the blood; Its direct consequence is a kidney condition, as those proteins
are toxic to the kidneys. 

rabdomiólisis postejercicio
See rhabdomyolysis ("type of muscle injury"), post-exercise, prefix post-, exercise ("exercise"). 

rabia
1st_ Anger, anger.  2o_ Hydrophobia infection .  3o_ Second (as 'you' ) and third (as 'he/she' ) people in singular present
indicative mode, and second (as 'you' ) person in singular imperative for the verb rabiar.  See verbs/rabies .

rabieta
Contemptuous of rage, anger, something sobreactuado.

rabil
1º_ Crank of a crankshaft, to turn by hand a lathe, a grinder.  2º_ Common name of the fish Thunnus albacares .  See
yellowfin tuna, light tuna, albacore tuna.  Rabil is a town on the island of Boa Vista (Cape Verde). 

rabioso colérico
See rabid, collective. 



raciocinio
Faculty of reasoning, result of the reasoning.

racismo
Discrimination on the basis of race.  Rejection or liking of a person or group of people because of their ethnicity, and that
can be extended to other anthropological characteristics. 

racista
It is said of the supporter or promoter of racism, a belief or doctrine that supposes not only a difference of races between
human beings but also a superiority of some over others. 

rad
1º_ 'rad' is a unit of the cegesimal system for measuring absorbed ionizing radiation.  The name is an acronym for
radiation absorbed dose and has the symbol rd.  2º_ In mathematics it is an apocope of radian ("angular unit"). 

radiación
1º_ Type of vibrational energy that propagates in an environment.  Although most of it is harmless and even useful (like
Hertzian waves for signal transmission) the word 'radiation' is used more for which it can be dangerous (like UV),
although this is just a habit.  2º_ Irradiation, the very fact of exposing to that energy. 

radián
In geometry, it is an angular measurement for the length of an arc of circumference equal to the radius of the shape.  Its
symbol is rad . 

radical
1º_ Relative to the origin, to the root of something .  It comes from the Latin radix, icis ("root").  2º_ In mathematics it is
the sign of radication ( ? )  .  3º_ In language it is the coincident part of the words that are related or are cognate.  4º_ In
chemistry it is a way of calling the ion ("electrically charged particle").  5º_ In Argentina he is a member or follower of the
political party Unión Cívica Radical (UCR).  6º_ In some countries it is mistakenly used as radicalized, perhaps because
of the influence of English. 

radicalizado
1º_ As an adjective it is said of someone fanaticized with an ideology according to its founding precepts, without
accepting evolutions, updates or adaptations according to the situation.  He usually becomes a violent defender of his
ideas, attacking those who don't think like him.  It is used as an extreme version of radical ("true to the roots, to the
origins").  2º_ Participle of the verb radicalize . 

radicarse
Pronominal form of the verb to file.

radio operador
It can be an anglicism for radio operator, which in Spanish is "radio operator". 

radio pasillo
It is a name for gossip or rumor - always unofficial - circulating in a circumscribed institution or realm.  It is taken to radio



in the sense of "propaladora", and to aisle ( "internal runner") to highlight that it is an informal circuit.  See witches' mail. 

radio patrulla
Radio patrol error.  See radio ("radio communication apocope"), patrol ("surveillance vehicle, with law enforcement"). 

radio-
1º_ Prefix by radiation .  2º_ Prefix associated with the transmission and / or reception of Hertzian waves.  See
transceiver, hertz . 

radioaficionado
He is the operator of radio equipment, mainly shortwave, whose hobby is to communicate with other radio amateurs
around the world. 

radiografía
It is the image obtained by exposure to x-rays of a sensitive plate.  It is a radiation that does not cross hard tissues such
as bones so this technique allows you to see them photographed without surgery.  It is formed by radio- ("radiation")
-graphy ("written or image representation"). 

radiopatrulla
Surveillance vehicle equipped with radio-frequency communication apparatus.  See radio ( apocope ) , patrol . 

rae
1o_ RAE is the acronym for the "Royal Spanish Academy" of Letters founded in 1713 for « .  .  . ensure that the changes
experienced by the Spanish language in its constant adaptation to the needs of its speakers do not break the essential
unity it maintains throughout the Hispanic realm".  2o_ Second (as 'you') and third (such as 'he/she') people in singular
of the present indicative mode, and second (as 'you' ) person in singular of the imperative for the verb raer .  See
verbs/rae .

rae ayornarse
See RAE , ayornar , ayornarse , aggiornarse , ayiornarse . 

raete
1st_ RAETE in medicine is the acronym for the "Evoked Hearing Response of the Brain Trunk" test that detects hearing
loss.  2nd_ Pronominal form for the second (as 'vos' ) person in singular imperative for the verb raer .  See verbs/raé . 

ragnarok
Mythological war, which according to the Norse will cause the almost total destruction of the universe, although a pair of
humans will survive to repopulate the world.  In battle the Aesir, The Jotun and the Muspeli will be exterminated among
themselves.  Ragnarok ("the destiny of the gods") is made up of the ragna voices ("gods, deities") r.k. ( "destination") . 
See Lifthrasir, lif, aesir , sir .

raigambre
Lots of intertwined roots, so they are firmly fixed to the ground.  In the broadest sense is belonging to a place, to a
family, to a culture.  It consists of raigal -mbre . 



rail
Rail variant ("railroad tracks") , closer to the original English spelling. 

raizar
Mexicanism for rooting, rooting.

raja
1o_ Slit, slash along in a solid material.  Break.  2o_ Separate part of a wood, fruit or minerals such as marble, as a
result of the slit of the previous meaning.  3o_ Also by the first, it is said vulgarly "the slit" to the vulva, and also "the slit
of the ass" is used for the separation between the buttocks.  4o_ Third (as 'he / ella' ) person in singular of the present
indicative mode , and second (as 'you' ) person in singular of the imperative for the verb rajar .  See verbs/slash .

rajaduras
Plural crack.

rajarse
Pronominal form of the verb slash .

rajita rica
And.  .  .  It is understood by rajita ("diminutive of raja") used as a euphemism for vulva, and rich ("tasty, appetizing,
cute").  They had already published another version as rajita deliciosa. 

ralea
1o_ Although it is not a technical voice, it is associated with taxonomy because it can name the breed, species, gender
of an animal.  When it comes to people it is derogatory, even when it comes to their lineage or caste.  Perhaps for the
latter it is confused with runfla, mersa, caterva, which are "low ralea".  2nd_ Second (such as 'you' ) and third (such as
'he/she') persons in singular of the present indicative mode, and second (as 'you') person in singular of the imperative for
the verb ralear .  See verbs/ralea . 

ralenti
In film cinematography, is the effect obtained increasing the frames per second shooting, what to project it at normal
speed gives the impression of " move more slow ".

ralentizar
Make a move slower.  See idle speed.

rama
In trees and shrubs is each projection of the trunk where the leaves, flowers and fruits of the plant grow.  2º_ By the
above, any part derived from another main part, which can be physical or conceptual.  See bouquet , branch , trunk .  In
Hinduism, Rama is an avatar of Vishnu.  4º_ In printing, it is the box where the mold to be printed is adjusted. 

ramadon
It can be a mistake by Ramadan, or rambowl, or



ramal
Branch, derivation of a main line when it does not refer to plants.  See branches.  See trunk . 

ramen
Japanese adaptation of a traditional dish of Chinese cuisine; it is a noodle soup with different sauces that vary
depending on the region where it is prepared.  The original name is 12521;  125(  12513;  12531;  ( "stretched noodles" )
. 

ramera
Prostitute.  which was especially roads and had as clients to travelers.  A possible origin says that in the absence in the
middle of the field a discreet place where offer their services, they lifted small huts made of branches on one side of the
path, and there attended clients, calling them " 34 HARLOTS;.

ramero
Masculinization (not encouraged me to tell male) of harlot.

rampante
In heraldry, animal profile with one or two legs extended in attitude threatening, like a lion or a bear on its hind legs
extending the front.

rampar
It is a verb with origin in the adjective 'rampant', such as taking that attitude or posture, but also to the fact of climbing or
crawling helping with the hands as claws. 

rana
In lunfardo is someone "cunning, clever, advantageous", who can be a criminal, but not necessarily since it is associated
more with someone mischievous and sympathetic who always finds a way to get what he wants with little effort.  The
origin is not clear, it may be the apocope of "ranero", an inhabitant of the now disappeared and marginal neighborhood
Las Ranas, of Buenos Aires, where there was a lake with many frogs (batrachians) easy to hunt; They were very
humble people, some miscreants but in general many hustlers, who always found some changa to eat something more
than frog soup.  Another possible origin is a variation of the word rante ("apheresis of torrant"). 

rana macho
See frog, male. 

ranada
In lunfardo rioplatense is the "ruse, mischief" -not necessarily harming another person- that makes someone frog
("cunning, skillful, advantageous, but extraverted and friendly"). 

randar significa amor ternura romanse
See gypsy/randar , verbs /means , love , tenderness , romance . 

ranfaña
Lunfardo is dirt, something unpleasant; a ranfanoso is a tramp, but later became a common adjective for the ciruja evil
dress and badly neat, or for something that does not work, easily disposable.  It comes from the Italian ranfignare



(ranfinare, 'stealing').

rankine
Temperature scale in degrees Fahrenheit that starts from absolute zero and for this reason has no negative values.  It is
used in some countries for work in thermodynamics and its symbol is R.  The name is a tribute to who proposed it in the
mid-nineteenth century, the Scottish physicist William John Macquorn Rankine, although his name is best known for his
contributions to the use and understanding of thermal energy.  See kelvin . 

ranquear
1º_ It is another Spanish verb that is used a lot in our language for "ordering in a row or list from highest to lowest
category".  In English to rank has the same meaning.  2º_ Very old and almost disused variant of "renguear". 

ranqueles
Plural of ranquel.

rante
In lunfardo it is a torator apheresis most used for "careless, disheveled". 

rapa nui
Local name for Easter Island, meaning "big island". 

rapaciño
Diminutive of boy with a typical "ino/ina" completion of the Galician.  It can also be a transliteration of the Portuguese
rapazinho, which is "little boy".

rapaz
1º_ Thief, snatcher .  From the Latin rapax, acis with equal meaning.  2º_ By the previous one it is said of the bird of
prey, but also of other animals such as wolves.  3º_ In a colloquial way, it is a way of calling children.  As a noun it has
its feminine raptor. 

rappi
It is spam from an application to coordinate shipments of products at home. 

rapsodomancia
It is a type of divination through the random choice of paragraphs written by classical poets, and their subsequent
interpretation according to each case.  The use of Homer's work was very common.  The name is from Greek
etymology, by 961;  945;  968;  969;  948;  953;  945;  ( rhapsody "composer of songs" ) 956;  945;  957;  964;  949; 
953;  945;  ( kept "divination") .  See bibliomancy, sortes homericae . 

rarámuri
Name originating from the Tarahumara people.  It is formed by the rare voices ( hrara "foot") muri ( "run" ), and legend
has it that his characteristic of good runners was decisive when confronting conquering and libertarian armies, other
tribes and drug traffickers.  They are originally from North America, inhabit in the Mexican Sierra Madre Occidental
(through the state of Chihuahua), and part of Sonora and Durango.



rasca
Short for rascabuche. Poor, cheap, low-quality or kind. See: Rascabuche.

rasca cielos
See skyscrapers ("high-rise building"). 

rascabuche
That just get to eat, needy, poor.

rascabuches
It is a plural of rascabuche, although it is also used interchangeably as singular.

rascar
In lunfardo it is a more traditional version of chapar ("sexual groping, caresses, kisses").  See fratacho ( lunfardo ) . 

rascarse el higo
Scratching the scrotum ( by the way similar to a fig 41.  It is to do nothing, with the only occupation of scratching the
crotch.

rasgadal
It would not be a commonly used word and is not incorporated into the Spanish dictionary, but it may be inspired by
"ventanal" for what in architecture is called "torn window", where they are placed one after the other almost without
separation, forming a large glazed surface. 

raspapel
It can be a way of calling the paper to make scratches ("cards with prize, text or image that is discovered when scraping
the surface"), although it could also be an error by ASPAPEL ("Spanish Association of manufacturers of pulp, paper and
cardboard"), or some reduced version of mispapering, or.  .  . 

rasqueta
How festive to say " scratch 34, " 34 rascabuche; It is common in lunfardo. See: scratch. See: Rascabuche

rass
I don't know what reach it will have in Latin America, but in Richmond (Virginia, USA) RASS is the acronym for
Richmond Agitation-Sedation Scale, which is used in medicine to assess the psychomotor situation in inpatients.

rastacuerismo
Attitude typical of a Rastacuero, his lifestyle. 

rastacuero
It was a derogatory way to call south American fur sellers who traveled to Europe during the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries.  It was the French who began to call them rastaquouère (something like "drageers") who actually
applied more for their attitude of "nouveau riche", who boast of their money.  And so he came to America, where he is
also used as a "liver, who takes advantage of the generosity of others."  See Rastacuerism. 



rastafari
Rastafari or Rastafarianism is a socio-cultural movement with a religious character that is very popular in Jamaica.  He
is also the Rasta or his follower.  The name comes from the Ethiopic language Ge'ez and is a recognition of the last
emperor of Ethiopia Haile Selassie I, whose title and name before the coronation in 1930 was ras Tafari Makonnen
Woldemikael.  Ras Tafari (4651;  4661;   4720;  4936;  4650; "Respectable Prince") was considered a messiah foretold
by the Ethiopian preacher Marcus Mosiah Garvey, and his lineage was a direct descendant of King Solomon.  See
Marley, reggae. 

rastreo
1º_ Action of following a trail or using a fishing drag.  2º_ Inflection of the verb to track .  See verbs/tracking . 

rastreo de envio
View tracking, shipping, tracheo, tracking. 

rastrero
1º_ That crawls, that grows or moves at ground level; More is said about plants and animals.  2º_ Person who humbles
himself, crawls before a powerful to get some favor.  2º_ Concerning the trail ("slaughterhouse of cattle") and those who
work in it. 

rastrillo
1º_ Diminutive of trail ( "dragging tool" , "city fair" ) .  2nd_ From the above, a tool for carding tow or hemp, or for
dragging dry leaves, straw, loose pebbles in the ground.  It's a kind of brush with large, comb-like teeth that can have a
long, perpendicular handle in the center to move it around.  3º_ Because of the similarity with the shape of the previous
one, and because it drags the beard, the disposable shaver is usually called that.  4º_ By association with its parallel
teeth or wires, the grille door is also so called.  5th_ Inflection of the verb rake .  See verbs/rake. 

rastro
1º_ A tool similar to a hoe, but with several tips like a comb, larger and stronger than a rake.  Perhaps because of the
mark left on the ground by the previous one, the 'trace' is called the indication or sign of the passage through a place,
the vestige that remains after an event.  3rd_ Cattle slaughterhouse and market that is set up on certain days for the
sale of meat wholesale.  4º_ Probably because of the previous one, in Madrid (Spain) it is a street fair where various
items are sold.  5th_ Inflection of the verb to drag .  See verbs/trace. 

rastrojero
1º_ Who walks among the stubble; it is said of the animals that eat in the remains of the crop after the harvest, or also of
the tractors or tall carts that move comfortably through those fields.  2º_ 'Rastrojero' is the name of an off-road vehicle
produced in Argentina between the years 1952 and 1980.  Its characteristic was resistance, simple mechanics and low
maintenance cost.  See jeep . 

rateada
In lunfardo it is "to do rabona, to be absent from a place where it is obligatory to attend (especially the students to the
school)". 

rateras
1o_ Plural of ratera .  2o_ Female plural of ratero .



raterillo
Diminutive of thief, especially in its meaning of thief. 

rateros
Plural of ratero .

raton de biblioteca
"Library mouse" error.  View mouse, library, swallows, swallow. 

ratón
1 ° _ domestic rodent.  2nd _ peripherals that use computers to move a pointer or pointer on screen; the name is a literal
translation of the English 'mouse' (maus, "mouse") which alludes to its similarly to a rodent.  3rd _ augmentative of time,
very long time.

ratrero
It is a Dominicanism by creeping, especially by worm as an insult. 

raudal
Rapid and abundant flow of water or any other liquid; by extension, does also mean what can move.  See dash.

raudales
Plural of stream flow.

raudales cascadas
See raudal, waterfall. 

raviol
It is a paste stuffed with meat, cheese, vegetables.  .  .  Shaped like a flanged dice, which is cooked boiled in water.  The
plural is 'ravioli', but in many cases the Italian ravioli is used. 

rayar
1º_ Make a stripe, a mark in the form of a line, cross out.  2º_ By the above, ruining a polished surface with a mark by
friction or incision.  3º_ For the previous one, "to be or pass so close to something as to scratch it", is used in a figurative
sense, as in 'to scratch the dawn' (when the sun is close to the horizon and begins to be seen).  4. To drive someone
mad or upset.  It is said that it comes from phonograph records, that when they had a scratch in the grooves the pick of
the player jumped backwards and repeated the same part of the song several times; Like the crazy people who always
repeat the same thing.  5º_ For the previous one, 'scratching' is 'obsessing'. 

rayar y rallar
See scratch, and , grate. 

rayúo
1o_ Rayúo is a Colombian coastal expression to "be cheerful or motivated by something".  2o_ In the Zulian state
(Venezuela) you call scratching someone desubscribed, ridiculous. 



razocinio
first is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Reason" being its meaning:<br>Surely is a writing error " 34
reasoning;.

razón
I add to the definitions already published that in mathematics is a count, a relationship between two values that can be a
constant difference or a quotient between numbers. 

razón de ser
It is understood, it is not locution.  See reason ("motive"), of (preposition), being ("essence, existence"). 

rábiles
Error by some plural of labile, or skillful, or rabil, or ravioli, .  .  .  

ráeme
Pronominal form for an Inflection of the verb raer ("scrape a surface until something is removed") .  See verbs/rae, me
(pronoun) . 

ránquing
That's a spawn.  If it were Castilianized it would not have that final /g/ .  See ranking, rank . 

rcp
'CPR' stands for "cardiopulmonary resuscitation," a first aid technique used when a person has a cardiac arrest and
stops breathing.  It has other developments like "Polymer Chain Reaction", but they are much less used. 

rd
1º_ Symbol of the rad (unit of radiation).  2º_ 'RD' is the acronym for "Royal Decree" (although the correct form is 'R.  D .
') , "Democratic Revolution" and is also used to identify the Dominican Republic. 

re facil
Error by refácil . 

re jurar
"Rejure" error. 

re mamado
It must be 'remamed' , for "very blown" (in several of its meanings as adjective).

re tarado
He probably wants to be challenged.  See moron, retarded.

re-
Prefix that can have the meaning of "intensification", of "opposition or negation" and of "repetition", of the latter also



takes the meaning of "return, go backwards" (for "repeat a path").  See re , res- , requete- , ahre . 

re-mirar
See re- (prefix "intensifies" or "repeats"), look ("see, observe"). 

reacciones quimicas
Plural of chemical reaction misspelled.

reacción en cadena
Even if it's not a locution, you may need to clear up a little bit.  It is said that there is a 'chain reaction' when a fact has a
consequence, which in turn creates another independent of the original action, and that each can continue to generate
another consequential reaction.  The image is from a chain of events, where the latter can be a long way from the first. 
See domino effect .

reaciones
It can be an error by the plural of ration or the reaction plural.

readability
It is not and is not used in Spanish.  In English it means "readability".  See english/readablility . 

readability
It stands for "readability, ease of reading" and applies to the clarity of a text as to its comprehension or printing.  It is
formed by the readable adjective ("legible") and the suffix -ity ("quality"). 

reajustable
That can be readjusted. 

realidad aumentada
It is the method that allows to obtain additional information to the environment or the object that we are seeing.  It is
usually aggregated electronically, using glasses adapted as a screen to superimpose images and informative text on the
visual field, or tablets and mobile phones through their video cameras and their screens.  While the idea is earlier, the
name 'augmented reality' is attributed to researcher Tom Caudell, who in 1990 developed for the aeronautical company
Boeing a device to aggregate wiring data about each piece an operator worked on. 

realizando
Gerund of the verb to perform.

rebautizarse
Pronominal form of the verb rename .  See re- ( repetition ) , baptize , is ( pronoun ) . 

rebelación
Nop.  It doesn't exist.  It must be a mistake by revelation or rebellion.



rebelar
Rebel is used more as a pronominal verb; means sublevar, to have someone oppose authority, rules or customs.

rebelde
It rebels or resists, it lacks due obedience, which is not allowed to dominate.  In a figurative sense, which does not have
the expected result after an action on it.  See rebellion.

rebozado
1º_ Participle of the verb rebozar .  2º_ Adjective for food that is covered with a layer of egg and flour or breadcrumbs
when cooked.  3º_ From the previous one, the same layer as frying. 

rebu o reyerta
See rebu, bray. 

rebus sic stantibus
Latin expression used in civil and international law, "Rebus sic stantibus" ( "where things are like this") is used explicitly
or implicitly in a contract to be considered valid until the circumstances existing at the time of its conclusion are changed,
and that one of the parties is unable to comply for reasons beyond its control.  See "pacta sunt servanda" .

rebú
1º_ Colloquial way of pronouncing rebus or refuses ("waste, waste") .  2º_ In Dominican is "problem, complicated matter,
braww" , and all fact that can have that qualification .  Most likely it is a reduction of revolution.  The plural in all cases is
'rebuses' . 

recamarero
He's the one who takes care of wiping and tending a hotel bedroom.

recapacitación
It is the action of reconsidering, in the sense of "reconsidering an idea or situation" and "updating or repeating a
training".  See prefix re- , train . 

recapaje
It is another variant for retreading. 

recapar
It is an Americanism for "covering something with a new layer", in Argentina it is said especially for retreading or
retreading a tire with a layer of rubber, but in other places it is also used for covering a road with asphalt, macadam,
cement. 

recaptcha
It is an improved captcha version.  In principle I used two test texts, one is the traditional one, distorted so that it can
only be recognized by one person, but the second is not a test but a collaboration, a word that OCR book digitization
services do not recognize and offer it for people who use a captcha to decipher them; for if the first is correct it can be
assumed that the latter is also correct.  This is not really a validation method, it only took advantage of one to collaborate
with the creation of digital books, so later it did include other interactions such as following the movement of a pointer or



the historical behavior of a user on the network. 

recatate
Pronominal form for the second (as 'vos' ) person in singular imperative for the verb recatar .  View verbs/rescue .

recategorizacion
Surely it is a mistake by recategorization. 

recauchaje
Action of collecting ("retreading" ), especially the tires of automobiles.  It is another version for the more common
"cauchutaje" . 

recauchaje facial
This expression is an irony, a joke to say that someone looks old and needs some patch on the face to remain
presentable (from makeup to cosmetic surgery), making a comparison with the tires of a car.  See retreading
("retreading" ), facial ("relative to the face, to the human face") , collecting ("retreading") .  

recauchar
Version of retreading ("re-cover with rubber") , which seems to me more adjusted by its etymology. 

recauchutaje
Procedure for rubberizing a car tire that is badly worn .  Figuratively it is used as "fixing something provisionally and
quickly, with few resources, to get out of a hurry". 

recauchutar
Cover with rubber, especially car tires when they are worn and are intended to last longer. 

recámara
1st_ Space in a firearm where the explosive or cartridge is placed.  By extension any place that is filled with explosives. 
2nd_ Dressing room next to the bedroom .  3rd_ In Mexico it is the same bedroom.

receptor
It is said of what "accepts or captures a shipment".  It has Latin origin in recipere, formed by the prefix re ( "again,
backwards" ) capere ( "take , grab" ) the suffix -or , -oris ( agent of action ). 

receptor
It is said of what "accepts or captures a shipment".  It has Latin origin in recipere, formed by the prefix re ( "again,
backwards" ) capere ( "take , grab" ) the suffix -or , -oris ( agent of action ). 

receptor de radio
See receiver, radio, radio receiver, also transmitter, transceiver. 

recetear



See prescribing, reset.

rechazarían
Second (such as 'you' ) and third (such as 'they/them' ) people in plural of the simple potential of indicative mode for the
verb.  Reject.

rechimba
Rechimba is "very chimba", in this case the prefix "re_" is an augmentative .

rechincar los dientes
In principle, it is an error, because it is not a locution and is not consulted in dictionaries; but also because there is a
word that looks misspelled.  One associates it with the phrase "grind your teeth", which is perfectly understood by the
meaning of the verb and the noun (and which is neatly described in this same motto by colleague Danilo Enrique
Noreña Benítez), but to me 'rechincar' (which officially does not exist) sounds like a localism that brings together two
voices: chinar ("to sound two or more Chinese,   marbles or balls by friction" ) and lashing ("crumble a food by squeezing
tightly with the teeth") added to the prefix re- ( as an intensifier ), which together with 'the teeth' seems to have a little
more sense for .  .  .  "eat by squeaking your teeth"?   128550;

recibido
1o_ Adjective for something that has been admitted or incorporated .  2o_ Participle of the verb receive .

reciprocas
That you "recite as a claim"? Naaa .  .  .  It must be an error because of the feminine plural of reciprocal. 

recistol
If it is a mistake by a trademark of adhesives that is written both times with "s", it is spam poorly done.

reclame
1º_ It is a way of calling advertisements in the media, although it was also used for voice on public roads.  2º_ Inflection
of the verb to claim .  See verbs/claim . 

recoba
It is probably an error by recova , or broom , or verbs / receive , or verbs / recover , or verbs / retoba , or .  .  .  

recolocar
Put something back in that already had its place.  See prefix re- ( "repeat" ) . 

recompensas
1 _ second person singular of the present indicative of the verb to reward 2º reward _ Plural.

reconfiguracion
Sure is misspelled reconfiguration.



recontra
It is a form of superlative often used as a prefix.  It has a strange construction, because while re- is an intensifier, contra-
is "opposite", although in the Caribbean – especially in Cuba – the noun contra is used as "yapa, addition", which may explain the origin of 'recontra'.  See requetecontra, requete- . 

recordar
1º_ To remember, evoke, bring to memory or mind something past, or that at that moment must be kept in mind.  It
comes from the Latin recordari, formed by the prefix re- ("again") and the noun cor, cordis ("heart, chest, seat of
emotions and thoughts").  2º_ It has a customary use such as "to wake up (someone)", which of course comes from "to
remind someone to wake up".  There is an uncommon Spanglish usage for 'remembering' such as 'recording or
recording', which obviously comes from record ("record"). 

recorrer con la mirada
Although the meanings to be "visually record" or "review a writing" are a methodical interpretation of the original, I think
the phrase of the query is perfectly understood.  See look.

recortador
That cuts, that makes cuts (in its various meanings). 

recortados
1st_ Plural of the trimmed adjective .  2o_ Plural of the participle of the verb to trim .

recova
1º_ Group of animals, it is used especially for hunting dogs or by the pack of stray dogs.  It is a variant of recua.  2º_ For
the previous, and in a derogatory way, "tumult of people".  3º_ Associated with the previous ones, group of stalls selling
birds, eggs, vegetables.  They were located in a place of the town or the city under a construction that protected them
from the sun and rain.  They were fairs that brought together a large number of people.  4º_ In the fronts of houses or
buildings, roofed porches that continue the entire block on the sidewalk and cover passers-by from rain or sun.  In the
city, their roofs are usually extensions of each building that reach the edge of the sidewalk.  5º_ Inflexion of the verb
recovar .  See verbs/recova . 

recreacional
Relative to recreation (recreational).  It is not in the Dictionary of the Spanish Language, like many adjectives created
with the suffix -al .  View recreational ( "something that recreates") . 

recta
1º_ Feminine of straight (adjective) .  2º_ In geometry it is a type of infinite line, with its points aligned in the same
direction.  3º_ Inflection of the verb rectar ( "to rectify" ) . 

recto
It is right, it has no curves, bends or angles.  In a broad sense it is used by invariable, incorruptible, honorable.  It is also
called 'straight' the final part of the intestine that flows into the anus.  See ortho, ocote.

rector magnifico
See Vice-Chancellor



rector magnífico
Treatment protocol to refer to the rector of a University.

recua
A group of draught or pack animals, especially mules or donkeys.  From Arabic 1585;  1603;  1576;  (rak'bn "walk,
horseback riding, group movement") . 

recuadro
Graphic or text interest with a limit in the form of square (or rectangle), usually within a surface, a sheet of paper, wall
that already are a "picture".  Drawn frame to highlight the content.  Inflection of framing.

recubrir
Cover completely or recover with another coat of paint, varnish, asphalt, .  .  .  See prefix re- . 

recuérdame
Pronominal form of the third (as 'he/she' ) person in singular of the present indicative mode, and second (as 'you' )
person in singular imperative for the verb remember .  View verbs/remember .

recuita
Although I never heard of it, it may be a common name for the chamomile or chamomile plant from a syncopation in its
scientific name Matricaria recutita.  It can also be a repetition or intensification, using the prefix re-, of cuita in its
meanings of "manure", "craving" or "very hard work".  But surely it is a dictionary error and they are consulting for
catalan/recuita ("tempered, annealed"). 

recursividad
Programming the expression " 34 recursion; When an operation is repeated several times within the same sentence. Is "
calls same " and it repeats until it finds a boundary.

recursivo
That it repeats itself in all or part of its structure or its rules.  Also when something reiterates or contains one or more
elements of the same type.  It comes from the Latin recursus ("resorted, returned to its origin").  [Note: in reality it has
nothing to do with the resource of "means to reach a goal", with a shower person; nor with its legal meaning. ]

redención
Redeem action and effect.  From Latin redemptio , onis ( "redemption" ) .

redentor
That redeems, that saves, that releases.  See Redeem . 

redén
It does not exist in Spanish (although there will be no shortage of those who define it as a proper name).  Surely it is
another OCR error, perhaps because of "recently". 

redonda



Female round.  By association you can call a ball (except rugby) , a head (especially human) , .  .  .

reduplimieto
It seems like a mistake by the gligic "reduplimiendo". 

reencariñar
It is the verb to care ("to feel affection") with the prefix re- as a repetitive or in some cases as an intensifier. 

reentrenar
It is the verb to train, with the repetitive prefix re- . 

reenvidicante
The one who sings twice envoyed in the trick? .  Reading the definition put by Selly, I guess that it is a confusion with the
vindicating legal voice. 

refácil
It is the easy adjective with the intensifier prefix re- . 

refinera
I'm sure it's a refinery without the accented /i/. 

refinero
Worker or owner of a refinery, also related to it. 

refineros
1º_ Plural of refinery .  2º_ Another way to call the albiverdes, fans of Oriente Petrolero, football club originally formed by
personnel of the refinery Yacimientos Petrolíferos Fiscales Bolivianos. 

refirida
It must be a mistake by the referral female.

reflectivos
Plural error 100<reflective .

reflejante
It's not really used much in Spanish, and it means "it has the ability to reflect."  See reflective, refractive, reflective. 

reflejarse
Reflexive verb form reflect.

refletivo
Making several Freights  .  Well, yes, it must be a mistake for reflective or maybe deflectivo.



reflexiónar
Surely it is a mistake to reflect. 

regañá
1º_ It is a vulgarization of the feminine of regañado, but that is how it remained for the regañada as "typical biscuit of
Sevillian confectionery that spread to other regions of Spain".  2º_ Inflection of the verb to scold.  See verbs/scolding. 

regarse
Pronominal form of the verb water.

regeneración natural
See regeneration , natural .

reggaeronero
Error by reggaetonero ("reggaetonero") . 

regimen de agua
View regime, water, river, flow rate.

region política
It is the geographical region with boundaries marked by man, in maps politicians negotiated borders of each territory are
represented. See: Political map.

regionalización negativa
It doesn't mean anything.  It should be a clipping of a text describing « .  .  .  a negative regionalization policy for .  .  . 
something."

regístrate
Pronominal form for the second (as 'you' ) singular imperative person for verb register .  View verbs/registers .

regla secreta
View rule, secret .

regodeon mañoso voluntarioso mimado
List of synonyms captured from the definition of ñipa .  See gloating, smug, volunteer and pampered.

regodeón
It is a Chileanism for melancholy, discontent.

reguindar
It is a variant of the verb guindar with an intensifying prefix re- that does not actually change its meaning. 



rehidratación
Process to replenish water lost after dehydration.  It can occur in a powder to make soup or in a person who loses fluid
due to diarrhea, to give two examples. 

rehuir la asistencia
See shun, attendance.

rehusarse
Pronominal form of the verb refuse .  See se ( pronoun ) . 

reida
Although as a reference in a general dictionary and not specialized in music it would be a bit forced, it is true that Reida
is a theme of the musician Danheim; and since it is mentioned here, I add that - according to his admirers - it comes
from the Old Norse Reið, which today means "angry", but in other times it was associated with thunder and the chariot of
the god Tor or Thor.  That is why 'reid' or 'reith' (as it is found more by influence of English) is the name of an ancient
rune that in the current Gothic alphabet is called 'raida', is equivalent to our /R/ (erre) and is interpreted as "journey,
horseback riding".  See laughed. 

reido
It may be a laughing mistake ("laughing participle"), but it is safer to troll by quarrel ("quarrel participle"). 

reiki
It is a spiritual therapy originated in Japan that supposes manipulable energies on a person.  Using his hands a reikista
can transmit his energy to a sick person and thus relieve his evil, even by proximity, without physical contact; but do not
cure it.  Here the key word is 'spiritual', reiki is not a medical treatment nor is there scientific evidence of those energies. 
It was created by the Japanese Buddhist Mikao Usui in the first half of the twentieth century, and called it 38666;  27671;
 ( reiki ) by 38666;  ( rei "divine , supernatural") and 27671;  ( ki "energy , mood , spiritual strength") . 

reino unido
1º_ It is the largest of the British Isles and contains England, Scotland and Wales.  2º The United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) is a State made up of these
territories and the countries it contains: England, Wales, Northern Ireland and Scotland. 

reinsidir
Error for reoffending ("influencing again") , reinsisting ( "insisting again" ) , 100< reinfiding ( "betraying again?"   128533;
) , 100<reinsidiar ( "harm with malice again?"   128558; )  ,   .  .  .  

reirse
Error with 'laughing'.  Watch laughing.

reído
1º_ Participle of the verb laugh ("express pleasure with laughter") .  2º_ That he is very gone ("clueless, mentally
disconnected from reality").  See intensifier prefix re- . 

reírse de alguien



It is not a locution, and it appears as if it were a synonym in "staying with someone" - which I also do not know if it is
such a locution, but I will trust that it is.  See laughing, someone. 

rejencia
I'm sure it's a regency error.

rejurar
It is a colloquial way of saying that an oath is intensified or repeated.  See re- , swear. 

relacion de servicio recurso natural
Inconsistency with some double space.  View Relationship , Service , Resource , Natural .

relativo
That adapts and relates to your circumstance; And it can be interpreted in different ways, not absolutely. 

relentizar
See slow down.

relieves terestres
Of course the out-of-the-box query is not enough, you also have to misspell it 128530; .  See relief, terrestrial .

religa
1º_ In an alloy or league is the metal added to modify the proportions.  2º_ Structure as a folding metal reinforcement or
grid to hold the garter material on a slab, eaves, roof.  3º_ Inflection of the verb religar .  See verbs/religa . 

religioso
1º_ Who professes or adheres to a religion, relative to it.  2º_ For the previous one, it is used as an adjective for which it
shows a great respect and recollection. 

relimpiador
That cleans , where the prefix re- is interpreted as an intensifier or a repeater for cleaner.  See reclean . 

relimpiar
It's "cleaning something again" or "cleaning excessively."  See prefix re- . 

rellenable
That can be filled. 

reloj de arena
See klepsidra, clock, sand.

relozaba



Error by an inflection of muddying, performing, bouncing, relaying, remotor, retouching , .  .  .

remake
It is English, but it is used in Spanish with the same sense of "redo" for the new version of a film or other work already
presented.  See english/make , cover . 

remanece
Inflection of the verb remanecer ("to arrive or appear, usually inappropriately").  See verbs/remains. 

remar a favor
wind, current, advance effortlessly or put effort in the fastest and safest direction. 

remar a favor de obra
Sounds to me to be a rejoining of the phrases "row for" (of the current) and "in favor of work". 

remasterización
In audiovisual products that require a mold, a finished version to copy and distribute called master (master "master"), is
called 'remastering' to the process that reverts or improves that original master.  In the case of music made on a
multitrack recording, a new mix or equalization is usually made; when raw material is not available, it can still be
improved using digital procedures.  See prefix re- . 

rematadores
Finisher plural .

remate
Encompassing the given definitions, the finisher is the ending, end or end of something; which by extension applies to
the bull's final onslaught in bullfighting, or to the goal shot in some ball sports, or to the final award at auction, or to the
termination that adorns a construction at the top, or to the end of its sanity with a rowing madman with a rowing madman
tea.  As a verb, it is the first (as 'i'), second (as 'you') and third (as 'he/her') people in singular present of the subjunctive
mode, and second (as 'you' ) and third (as 'he/she' ) individuals of the imperative for the verb rows Tar.  See verbs/finish
.

remates en arquitectur
See finish, architecture.

rematr etc
It is another unfortunate synonymous attempt, this time for 100<ultimaria, which is also misspelled.  See finish, etc.  .

remedio
1º_ It is a resource to amend, correct, repair an error, an evil or a damage.  It is especially used as a synonym for
medicine ("medicine").  2º_ It is the agreed difference between the legal value of a currency and its cash value.  3º_
Inflection of the verb to remedy .  See verbs/remedy . 

remembrar



Recall. From the latin rememorare (  " remember "  ). See: remembrance.

reminiscencia
The theory of reminiscence, Plato's is that "man does not learn concepts but are born with them and then just remember
them".  that gave rise to the Innatism in philosophy and nativism in psychology.

reminiscencias
Plural of reminiscence ("remembrance, evocation"). 

remojé
First-person singular preterite of the verb styfile .

remolacha betervava
Capturing the synonym list for betabelView beetroot , betervava .

remolacho
It's a jocular (and not always affectionate) way to call a redhead.  See beetroot (red root plant).

rempujar y empujar es lo mismo
See rempujar , and , push , verbs/es , lo , same . 

renal
Concerning the kidneys.  From the Latin ren, renis ("kidney"). 

rendir
From Latin reddere ( "deliver, return" ) .  1st_ Defeat , submit to something or someone.  It is used as a pronominal when
it comes to self-delivery.  2nd_ Pay an amount due or committed .

rendirse
Pronominal form for the verb to render . 

rendirse fácilmente
See surrender, surrender, easy, easily.

rendn
It's the word rendón without the accented /o/. 

rendón
In Spanish it was only used in the expression "de rendón", a variant for "de rondón" ("intrepidly"), but it is already very
old. 

rent a car



It is not Spanish but English, although it became popular as a car rental service; because they just rent a car or its
compound form to turn it into a noun in English rent-a-car, they mean "rent a car".  See English/rent ( "rent" ),
English/car ( "car, car") . 

renuenciar
Clearly not a verbal form of reluctance.  But it can be a mistake to quit.

renunciar a ciertos derechos o cederlos a otros
I was going to put the links to each word, but it's not worth it, it's giving entity to this trolling.  See assignment . 

reñido
1º_ As an adjective it is "something difficult to deal with, which requires effort and struggle, which shows a rivalry".  2º_
Participle of quarrelsome ("to fight, to dislike") . 

reñir lidiar
See quarrel, deal.

reñir lidiar
Well, at least since you quarrel, dealing, you listened to the "double space" thing.  The rest, niente.

reparametrizar
Modify one or more parameters in an equation.  See prefix re- , parameterize . 

reparto equitativo
See: cast, partitioning, equitable, equity.

reparto equitativo
See: cast, partitioning, equitable, equity.

reparto interesante
It is set as an anonymity of esmorga in a film review within the English dictionary.  See cast, interesting .

repelido
Participle of the verb repelr.  Expelled, quickly or violently rejected.

repetición
It is the action, effect and object that is repeated, multiplied or reiterated.  It has use in literature, oratory, mechanics,
music, .  .  .  precisely for something that is repeated for some purpose. 

repica
Voice of the verb ring.



repoio
Deformation of the word repost, to bring it closer to the word "cabbage" (pr.  "repolio").  It is a publication of unrelated
content without due credit to the author.

repollo chino
It is one of the common names for the Brassica rapa pekinensis plant. 

reporter
It is not Spanish, and when it is used it is for some advertising purpose taking it from English, because it sounds cooler. 
See english/reporter ("reporter"). 

repost
It is the publication of a post or other article in an account; When the source is not quoted it is told REPOIO.

reproducible
It can be played back.  It is usually used for works that are authorized to be exhibited by the original author or owner,
although it is not yet incorporated into the dictionary.

reproducibles
Plural reproducible .

reptil
In zoology it is said of the animal of class reptilia.  Figuratively it is an adjective for someone dragged by servility, or
harmful as , p .  e.g.  , a viper.  It comes from the Latin reptile, is ("reptile, which crawls or crawls"). 

reptilario
Place of breeding or exposure of reptiles .  They are usually found in zoos and research centers or wildlife repopulation. 

repudiada
1st_ Female adjective repudiated .  2o_ Female form of the participle of the verb repudiar .

repugnancia
In principle it is a form of opposition, but its meaning became broader as aversion, disgust, contradiction, .  .  . 

repugnancia a las grasas
It must be something referred to feeling disgust to fats, in any of its interpretations. 

repugnancias
Plural of repugnance. 

reputación digital
View reputation, digital .



república dominicana
The Dominican Republic is a Caribbean country east of the island of Hispaniola.  Its name comes from the appellation
Santo Domingo Español or Santo Domingo Oriental, which was used to differentiate it from the French colony of Saint
Domingue in the west of the island, which would later be called Haiti.  See Dominican. 

requete-
Intensifier prefix as an exaggeration of the intensifier prefix re- .  See requeté . 

requeteconfirmar
It is the verb "to confirm" with the intensifying prefix "requete-" . 

requetecontra
It is a superlative of the word against using the festive prefix requete- ( pr .  requete ).  Depending on the context, it may
not be extreme opposition but a reaffirmation.  See recontra . 

requeté
Carlist paramilitary group formed in Spain at the beginning of the 20th century, who fought the partisans of second
Republic.

res
1º_ Each head of domestic cattle, although it also applies to wild animals such as wild boar.  From the Latin res ("thing,
property").  2º_ As an acronym it has more developments outside of Spanish, such as the English Renewable Energy
Solutions ("Renewable Energy Solutions"), or the Catalan Reserves Estratègiques de Sòl ("Strategic Land Reserves"). 
3º_ 'RES' is the IATA code of Resistencia International Airport (Chaco Province, Argentina).  See res- . 

res-
It is a variant of the prefix re- , with the same confusing meaning, as it can be used as an attenuator or intensifier of verb
or adjective.  But it is not used for a repetition.  See res . 

resear
It can be an error for wanting, subtracting, resetting, .  .  .  but the safest thing is that it is to review . 

reselladio
It seems to me that it can only be a mistake by resembled.  See prefix re- , sealed . 

resepcion
Receive failed .

reses y reces
See beef ("head of cattle") , and ( copulative conjunction ) , verbs/reces . 

resetear
It is "reset, put a computer or programmable system in the original operating mode or the previously set", which is used
figuratively for any situation that requires returning to a start discarding what has been done so far.  It also comes from



the English to set, with the prefix re-. 

resilente
Error by resilient, resident, repellent , .  .  . 

resilicencia
It must be resilience.

resistencia
1º_ Capacity, action and effect of resisting.  Opposition to a force, which applies to situations such as the passage of an
electric current or an armed group repelling another invader.  In some cases (as in electricity, electronics and
mechanics, in addition to the fact is called resistance to the object or element that causes it and that determines the final
force obtained.  See ohm .  2º_ Resistencia is the capital city of the province of Chaco and a locality in the province of
Salta (Argentina).  It is also a city and port in the region of Loreto (Peru's Amazon). 

resíduo
Residue error . 

respaldado
1st_ Adjective for something or someone who has or is supported on a backup.  2o_ Participle of the verb back .

respaldo
1o_ Part of a chair or any piece of furniture that serves to support the back.  2o_ In a figurative sense it is a moral,
economic, logistical support, .  .  .  used to achieve a goal.

respetado
1st_ Adjective for something or someone who has respect; honest, revered.  2nd_ Participle of the verb respect . 

respetados
1st_ Plural of the adjective respected .  2o_ Plural form of the participle of the verb respetar .

respetar decisiones
See respect, decision. 

respetuosos
Plural of respectful.

respondióle
Error due to the pronominal form "respondiole" .  See verbs/replied, le ("singular masculine third person pronoun"). 

responsables
Plural of responsible ("who has responsibility") . 



respuesta famable
It's clearly a mistake.  The question is about what.  See answer, friendly, flamable, flammable. 

respuesta parafraseada
It is to use a paraphrase of the question ( or the proposal that gives rise to the question ) as a form of response.
Although " 34 paraphrased response; It can be interpreted depending on the case, usually used as a mockery or irony to
who interrogated, sometimes as a way of reproof if it's a discussion or debate. In many cases, the paraphrase is a clear
modification ( more than a simplification or reinterpretation of the original ) which leaves no doubt about his character
ludibrico. See: http://www.significadode.org/par afrasis.htm

resquebrajarse
Pronominal form of the verb to crumble.

restaurant
French version of restaurant. It is a place where they sell food ready to eat at the place. The name comes from an Inn in
Paris who in 1765 had a sign with the Latin inscription " Venite ad me omnes qui laboratis et ego restaurabo vos "
stomacho   (  " Come to my house men you have weak stomach and I will restore you "  ). The phrase became popular
and meal houses began to be called " 34 restaurants; and the cooks " restorative ".

restingas
Plural de restinga .

restos
Plural of remainder ("leftover, residue, result of a process that is usually disposable"). 

restregadura
Scrub , mark left behind when scrubbing or scrubbing. 

restregn
Surely it is scrubbing ( "scrub" ) without the /ó/ . 

restringida
Feminine of restricted.

resucitado
1º_ As an adjective it is said of one who has come back to life after dying.  Obviously, it is used more figuratively.  2º_
Participle of the verb resurrect . 

resueño el tambo
If it's not a trolling, it's a delusional interpretation of some automatic 'drum blowing' corrector, or something like that. 

resultados potenciales
It is the plural of "potential outcome", which although understood by each of its words is a commonly used phrase in
calculus and statistics. 



retahila
Error by String.

retahíla
It literally means "straight line".  Series of elements aligned in a row, one after the other.  Usually used in sense of
disapproval towards those elements.

retajila
Scrap variant . 

retaliacion
Retaliation error ("retaliation"). 

retambufa
This word is not registered in the DRAE, but it is common in Murcia Spain as a synonym for "ass".  It seems to come
from "rearguard", for "the back", but "bufa" may not be a festive suffix since among its many meanings there is one for
"deaf flatulence" that can be better associated with the anus.  Also, like so many words, "bufa" has been used to name
the "penis", perhaps because of some association with its ancient meaning of "bladder".  2º_ Probably thanks to the
immigration from Murcia, in the Rio de la Plata lunfardo it also exists but with a different meaning, since it is an adjective
for pederast ("active homosexual male").  This is by association with "bufa" as an apocope of "bufarra". 

retamo espinoso
See ulex .

retapizar
It is the verb to upholster with the repetitive prefix re- . 

retarado
It's used as an insult for "very idiotic."  It consists of the prefix re- (intensifier ) moron ( fool ).  It can also be a retarded
error.

retemblío
Vulgarism by shaking, from shaking ("reiterate a tremor") . 

retestinado
1º_ As an adjective it is dirty, perceived, penetrated.  This word is used in Andalusia and also in Murcia (Spain).  2º_
Participle of the verb retestinar . 

retestinao
Vulgarism by retestinado ("with penetrated dirt", "contrera and bitter", "participle of retestinar"). 

retirese
It must be a mistake by the pronominal form "withdraw".  See remove , verbs/remove



retírate
Pronominal form for the second (as 'you' ) singular imperative person for the verb withdraw .  View verbs/removes .

retobada
Female of retobado ("rebelado con encono", "coated with leather") . 

retobada
Female of retobado ("rebelado con encono", "coated with leather") . 

retobado
1º_ As an adjective it can mean "angry, angry, rebellious, indomitable", also "that is covered, lined, wrapped with leather
or with some resistant fabric such as canvas or burlap".  2º_ Participle of the verb retobar . 

retoños
Plural of bud .

retrasadísimo
Superlative of delayed.  See suffix -ísimo . 

retrasado mental
See retarded, mental.

retro-
Prefix of Latin origin meaning "backward", indicates a regression, in physical, temporal, moral sense, .  .  .  See retro . 

retrofuturismo
It is an aesthetic current that shows what the future was imagined to be like in past eras, based on the culture and
technologies of that time.  It is part of various art styles such as steampunk.  See Retrofuturist. 

retrogusto
It is the name for the sensation left in the mouth by a drink or food after passing through the throat.  It's actually a taste
that is felt – after swallowing – in the back of the nostrils, and that's why it uses the prefix retro- ("backward").  See aftertaste . 

retroiluminado
1º_ As an adjective it is used in signage and signage as a translation for the most widespread backlight, where a poster
of translucent material has a lighting from behind.  2º_ Participle of a verb to backlight . 

retronimo
It must be a retro-simon error.

retroreflectivo
Retroreflective error .  See retro- , reflective , 100<reflective . 



retrorreflectante
It is said of the material that reflects light in the same direction from which it comes, regardless of the angle of incidence.

retrónimo
It is a neologism created by the American journalist Frank Mankiewicz (as retronym) for words or phrases that at some
point had to be modified or updated and thus avoid confusion for later versions.  An example would be the 'steam
locomotive', which was in principle simply 'locomotive' and later had to be adjusted to differentiate itself from a diesel or
an electric.

retrónimo
It is a neologism created by the American journalist Frank Mankiewicz (as retronym) for words or phrases that at some
point had to be modified or updated and thus avoid confusion for later versions.  An example would be the 'steam
locomotive', which was in principle simply 'locomotive' and later had to be adjusted to differentiate itself from a diesel or
an electric.

reubicar
Relocate something that already had a place.  See prefix re- ( "repeat" ) . 

reubicarse
The pronominal form of the verb relocate . 

reunidas
1st feminine plural of the adjective gathered.  2nd feminine form Plural of the participle of the verb muster.

reunión grupal
It must be a "group meeting", it does not seem to have a meaning of its own as a locution. 

reurbanización
It is the noun urbanization with the repetitive prefix re- . 

reuza
I assume they are not consulting in Portuguese or spamming.  But if you want to be Spanish, the query is an atomic
burrada.  The verb reuse is actually not valid, but it is used (and reúsa -cuak-) instead of reuse, so it can be a wasteland
for some of its inflections, as well as refusesa ( verb refuse).

revanchismo frances
French revanchism is incorrectly written and it should be written as "French revanchism" being its meaning:<br>The
phrase was coined in the second half of the 19th century, when France lost part of its territory in the war with Prussia. 
From then he wanted take revenge creating alliances with other powers to confront the German Empire, which ended up
leading to the first world war.

revanchismo francés
The phrase was coined in the second half of the 19th century, when France lost part of its territory in the war with
Prussia.  Since then, he wanted to take revenge by creating alliances with other powers to confront the German Empire,



which ended up leading to the first world war.  See revanchism.

reveeria
Error by "Resee".  See review.

revelado
1º_ Adjective for what is discovered, put in evidence, which is no longer hidden.  See unveiled, unveiled.  2º_ Participle
of the verb to reveal . 

revelar
Show the hidden .  From Latin reveale ( "remove the cover") formed by the prefix re_ ( "backward" ) velum ( "veil,
curtain" ) .

revenga
1o_ Revenga is a municipality located in the province of Segovia, Spain.  The name is associated with tempered ( "wet,
exudes water") as it is a region bathed by the Cold River, with the acebeda river aqueduct (represented in two barracks
of its shield), several historical pylons (watering holes), springs and streams.  2nd_ Inflection of the verb revenir .  See
verbs/revenga . 

revengano
Gentilicio de Revenga (in Segovia, Spain). 

revengano, na
See ravengano , na. 

reventaera
It is a feminized vulgarization of blowout ("heavy work"). 

reventar los sesos
It is a variant of "exploding the head", which is used figuratively but still understood.  See burst , brain . 

reverendo
Worthy of reverence.  Treatment for ecclesiastical authorities, is used before the name.  As an irony, it reinforces a
disqualifying adjective, but is for colloquial use.

revestidos
1st_ Plural of the adjective coated .  2o_ Plural form of the participle of the verb coat .

revinar
It is also an archaism because of the mixture of old wine in the new.  [Note: I was thinking if the definition of Cayetano
Peláez del Rosal comes from a misinterpretation of some meaning of revenir, but I do not think.  It is easier to associate
with reviewing. ] By some mistake see rebinar ("binar twice") . 



revitalizado
1o_ Adjective for what recovers its vitality.  2o_ Past participle of the verb revitalize .

revitalizar
Give more vitality or vigour.

revolucionarias
Feminine plural of revolutionary.

revolución
1st_ Revolt, the action of stirring something up.  2º_ Turn or change of a trend in the political, social, cultural, and
economic spheres, usually quickly, surprisingly, and in many cases violently.  3º_ Form of rotation on an axis, which can
be external to the rotating body.  It is a meaning that is used in mechanics, geometry, astronomy, .  .  .  

revolución libertadora
It is the name used by the Argentine military (supported by civilian forces and foreign powers) to call for a coup d'état
and the subsequent dictatorship that in 1955 overthrew the elected president Juan D.  Perón, whom they called "the
dictator", among other adjectives. 

revolvencia
Bank term or credit term for how a loan will be repaid.  It's a revolving version of English.

revuelto
1º_ Irregular participle of the verb to stir .  2º_ As an adjective it is said of what has its components mixed, disordered,
out of the expected place.  Also of those who are unruly, mischievous, rebellious.  3º_ As a noun is the name of several
foods with ingredients usually linked with egg and mixed without defined form.  See revolt. 

rey
Sovereign who governs a kingdom.  It gave its name to the principal Trebejo of chess and to the figure of highest value
in the Spanish deck (12) and in the French and English (13).  It comes from the Latin rex, Regis ("King").

rey reina
See king, queen, verbs/queen. 

rezar o resar
Watch praying.  And that's all.

régimen
Set of rules or standards for a system.  It can govern a government, a society, a food balance, It comes from the Latin
regimen, minis ("regulation, direction" ).

rgb
It is the acronym for a color model based on the addition between three primary colors: Red ( "red" ), Green ( "green" )
and Blue ( "blue").  All other colors are formed by their combination in different quantities.  It is not a very precise



method, so in design use other standards. See rgba , cmy , cmyk , ryb , hsl , hsla , hsi , hsv , hsb .

rgba
Rgb-based color model, to which an alpha transparency channel is added.  See cmy , cmyk , ryb , hsl , hsi , hsla , hsv ,
hsb .

rhea o choique
Rhea is one of the common names of the Rhea pennata.  View Rhea.

riazano, na
See riazano , na . 

ricino
It is a vulgar name for the plant Ricinus communis. 

ridiculeces
Plural of ridiculousness .

ridiculez
It has ridiculous character (in its concept of risible).

ridículo
1 ° _ small woven bag in red, usually used by women to carry personal items; Latin reticulus (reticulus, "net", "red bag"). 
2nd _ moving to laughter; Latin ridiculus (ridiculus, "risuenito").

riego sanguíneo
If it does not refer to a gore film, it can be a bad translation into Spanish from some language, and that must have ended
in "blood supply", by the natural distribution of blood throughout an organism.  See watering, blood, perhaps risk. 

riela
1º_ Document mentioned or attached in a file.  It is used more in Venezuela.  Possibly it is a reduction of "refilada", by
the cut of paper and by being a thread of the main document.  2º_ Inflection of the verb rielar .  See verbs/riela . 

rielar
1º_ It means "to tremble, vibrate" (like a leaf, or a thread in the wind).  2º_ By association with the previous one, it is
used as "rutilar, shine with flashes". 

rifarse por la banda
It is understood as "playing by friends", "risking for the group", "surrendering for your own".

rigidas
See rigid, governed



rigo
1º_ Site with a stream of water that flows into a lake or the sea.  From the Latin rivus, i ("flow or current" ).  2º_ Name of
several cities, in Central (Papua New Guinea), in Marche (Italy), in Arauca (Colombia), in Xizang (China), .  .  .  3º_ And
it is also an apocope of Rigoberto. 

rijurimun
It seems Quechua, although the many transliterations of a language that is only spoken do not help to guess where the
query came from.  I guess it's something like Quechua/rikhuriy ("appear, see, visit") and if I'm not mistaken that ending
indicates a future time. 

rimense
Rimense is the gentile for the district of Rímac, in Lima (Peru).  

rincle
It is a localism (or perhaps a vulgarism) in some Spanish regions for ringle or rengle ("row, row"). 

rincon del vago
It occurs to me that there is a lack of an accent to write "corner of the bum" or there are plenty of spaces for the direction
"rincondelvago".  In any case it is espam of a website with summaries for students, among other information. 

riobambea
It may be a mistake for the town of Riobamba, but it is more likely that it is trolled by the feminine of its Riobambeño
gentilicio. 

riobambeño
Inhabitant of Riobamba ( "Province of Chimborazo , Ecuador" ) . 

riograndense
1º_ People from the city of Río Grande (province of Tierra del Fuego, Argentina).  2º_ A name for the separatist
Republic of Piratini or Republic of Rio Grande that existed without recognition for a brief period in southern Brazil in the
19th century.  See gaúcho, Rio Grande do Sul. 

rioplatense
Relative to the Río de la Plata, to its region, especially to the cities of Buenos Aires (Argentina) and Montevideo
(Uruguay). 

ripear
Anglicism by '' to rip ''   ( tear, rend ) that is used to describe the process that moves a 40 multimedia content; CD,
DVD...  ) another 40 support; as a hard drive, )

riqueza de lenguaje
See richness (by quantity and variety), of (preposition), language ("language, organized language"). 

riqueza icitologica



I guess that oswin will be asking for "species of fish".  See wealth, Ichthyology and, just in case, cytology.

ristretto
Short and very concentrated espresso drink, with a finer grind.  It is of Italian origin, where ristretto means "restricted,
shorter".  

rive droite
Northern part of the city of Paris, to the right of the River Seine.  Just Rive Droite in French means "right margin (from
the river). 

rive gauche
Southern part of the city of Paris, to the left of the River Seine.  Just Rive Gauche in French means "left bank (from the
river). 

rizar el rizo
It is a locution to "unnecessarily spin on the same matter, exaggerate in the execution of a task that has actually already
been completed".

rizos
Plural curl .

rnb
1º_ 'GNI' is a shortened way of referring in economics to "gross national income".  2º_ 'RnB' is a shorthand way to write
rhythm and blues.  In Spanish the same English spelling is used for this musical genre.  See R B .  3º_ 'RNB' is the IATA
code for Ronneby Airport (Götaland, Sweden). 

roar
It's a vulgarism to roll. 

robalete
Another name for the chucumite fish.

robar
1st. To take something from someone else, which does not belong to him.  It is also used figuratively as in "to steal the
heart (of a lover)" or "to steal from the mountain of cards (in a card game)".  2º_ To make a blunt or flipped-up point. 

robar el corazon
See stealing ("remove or take without warning or authorization"), the (article), heart ("representation of love"), "steal the
heart". 

robar y matar
See steal, and (conjunction), kill. 



robbery
It is not and is not used in Spanish.  See English/robbery . 

robbery
It means "robbery, robbery".  It comes from the Old French roberie ("marauding, assault"). 

robín
Oxide layer, rust in the metal.  From the Latin rubigo, inis ("rust, mold, tartar"). 

robo hormiga
Type of theft that is made in small quantities, over time, to not draw attention to the total of the loot.  Compared to the
work of the ants, which cut sheets or bodies of prey in small parts for transferring them to the mound.  See: http: //www.
meaning. org/smuggling Ant. htm

robopsicologia
When your analyst falls asleep in the middle of the session, but the same charges you. XD

robopsicología
In Spanish should be robotpsicologia, but the triple consonant is not easy to pronounce, so for the translation of this
science created by Isaac Asimov for his robotic sagas used robopsychology, even though it sounds ugly, and also
because they fit a little better  to robopsychology.  The day that exist, surely we will call Robotics psychology or
psicorobotica.  At the moment, a psychologist who tries to complexes and traumas in artificial intelligence, is science
fiction.  See Positronic brain.

robos hormiga
Plural of ant theft.

robot
It was used for the first time in the work of science fiction '' Rossumovi Univerzální 39 diverse;   (  '' Rossum's universal
Robots ''  ) of the Czech Karel 268; apek.  It has its origin the word robota (  " forced labour " " working slave "  ) and it
serves to name to a machine that does the work of a man with some autonomy.

robotsicologa
As it is misspelled may refer you to robopsychology which also lacks the accent, but let's be generous and make the
correct entry in robopsychology.

robótico
Relating to robots.  See robotics. 

roce
1st_ Action and effect that occurs when rubbing .  Mark that can leave the physical friction.  2nd_ Figuratively speaking
is dealing with other people, which may be confrontation or also for relating to a particular class or group of people.  3rd_
First (such as 'I'), second (as 'you') and third (such as 'he/she') persons in singular of the present subjunctive mode, and
second (such as 'you') and third (such as 'he/she') people in singular imperative for the verb rozar.  See verbs/roce . 



rocha
1st_ Another name for the fungus rusts .  2nd_ Clean terrain of weed .  3o_ In lunfardo is the female rocho , vesre de
chorro or choro .  4th_ Locations and various sites, usually eponymous, since Rocha is also a surname.  5o_ Second
(as 'you' ) and third (as 'he/she' ) people in singular present indicative mode, and second (as 'you' ) singular person of
the imperative for the verb to steal.  See verbs/rocha .

rocha argentina
See rocha , Argentinian , rust , rocho , welt .

rocho
1.   In slang, is the Jet vesre.  2.   Fabulous and gigantic bird from Persian mythology, also called ruc, farsi 1585;  1582;  
( 41 rokh;.  See: Jet.

rociasen
Second (such as 'you' ) and third (as 'they/them' ) people in plural of the indefinite pre-subjunct mode, for the verb spray
.  See verbs/rociasen .

rocin y manzanas
It is a mistake for "rocks and apples" ("to do something despite the consequences.  See "even if they venture rocks and
apples" . 

rockero-popero
See rocker, popero, rock (musical genre), pop (musical genre). 

rockstar
It's not Spanish but English, but around here it's used with a little mockle towards the music business.  It means "star of
rock", where star ( "star") is the glittering figure that shines among its peers.  See popstar . 

rodajes o rulimán
View shoots, ruliman, bearing, roulette, .  .  . 

rodamonte
Another name for the pagoda tree.

rodear
In principle it is "to make wheel", "to put in round", always taking a point or object as a center reference.  This gave many
literal and figurative meanings, such as turning something around to dodge it, encircling something or putting things
around, talking to circumlotors not to mention the main point, .  .  .

rodelar
Even if it is not incorporated into Spanish, it can be "arm or protect with surround".  Or a mistake to model, surround,
rebel, .  .  .

rodesia



The Republic of Rhodesia or Southern Rhodesia was the name of a South African nation that in 1979 began to be called
Zimbabwe, to get rid of its previous eponym which was a tribute to the British imperialist Cecil Rhodes. 

rodiola
It is a common name for the Rhodiola rosea plant. 

rodoviaruo
Surely a mistake by rodoviario. 

roentgen
It is a unit for measuring radiation in ionizable air, which was used in safety calculations in exposure to X-rays (or
roentgen) and gamma rays.  Today, more efficient scales are used in rad or gray.  The name is a tribute to the German
physicist Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen, discoverer of X-rays. 

rojiblanca
Women in red-white. 

rojizo
It is the color that tends to red or one of its shades. 

rojo
1º_ It is the first color of the visible spectrum.  Its decimal code is 255, 0, 0 and the hexadecimal FF0000, although
according to its palette name it can use other codes as one of its different tones.  It has mystical, psychological, political,
social, economic, connotations, .  .  .  See gules, colorado.  2º_ 'Red' is the name of a town in the province of West
Sulawesi and another in the province of East Java, both in Indonesia.  3º_ 'Red' is the name of a city in the province of
South Chungcheong (South Korea).  4º_ 'Rojo' is the name of a town in the province of Villa Clara ( Cuba ) .  5º_ Name
of the sea between Africa and the Arabian Peninsula.  6º_ 'Red' is the name of rivers in Asia and North America.  7º_ It
is also the name of movies, books, songs, radio and television programs, .  .  .  

rollitos
Plural of roll diminutive .  This is often called the excess abdominal fat that is noticeable at the waist and has "roll
shape".

rollo
1o_ Something flat or laminated that is curved on itself to form a cylinder, always with several turns.  2o_ Just by the
turns, you say 'roll' to a matter, more if it is complicated.  3o_ History, narration, anecdote not always truthful, to tell as if
you had to unroll them because they are long.

roma
1º_ 'Rome' is the name of the ancient city-state formed by the union of several villages in the valley of the Tiber River
approximately in the eighth century BC.  C .  , which would eventually become the metropolis of an empire, then seat of
the Catholic Church and today is the capital of Italy.  The name is an eponym of its mythical founder Romulus.  2º_
There are about thirty cities called 'Rome' in the world, most referring to the name of the Italian.  3º_ Feminine of romo
("without tip") . 



romaní
Gypsy, relating to their culture and language.  See caló . 

romboi
It is a Colombianism to name a roundabout ("circular road that joins several routes and allows to resume the same one
in the opposite direction") or roundabout (in one of its meanings, "roundabout") .  It is a somewhat extreme deformation
of the Spanish pronunciation of the French rond-point or rondpoint (ron puan) which as a "point to surround or round" is
also interpreted as in Colombia.  See romboy . 

romboy
Variant of rhomboi . 

romer
It is surely a reference to the "Romer model" in the theory of "endogenous growth".  Paul Romer argues that economic
development occurs from within the model, through human capital, knowledge, prior investment in education; and not so
much of external factors or of the relationship between companies or institutions in the same sector. 

romper
1º_ To destroy something by breaking it into pieces, in a broad sense is to ruin it and that it does not serve its function. 
2º_ Appear something, show yourself at a stroke.  In this case it is by figuratively breaking what hides it.  3º_ break .  

romper la crisma a alguien
See break, chrism ("head"), someone, chrism, and since it is breaking the chrism. 

romper la paciencia
It is a euphemism, and actually used more plural as breaking the paciencias, so that is one well which means breaking
balls.

romper lanzas
It is a phrase based on "breaking a spear", which in this case means "facilitating the solution of a difficulty". 

romper las bolas
In this expression the 'balls' are the 'testicles', and it is an ordinary way of expressing that something or someone causes
us annoyance.  See break, embolar, egg pain. 

romper una lanza
It is a locution that is used to "come out in defense", always of something or someone.  It has its origin in medieval
jousting, in tournaments where two knights faced each other with spears and on horseback in order to knock down the
opponent.  When it was done to save honor from an affront or to end a dispute, it was called "spear-breaking," and it
could also be done on behalf of someone who was unfit to fight.  Hence the current meaning, which can be extended to
"face difficulties to achieve an end".  See "Do not break spears with anyone". 

rompesaraguelo
Error by rompesaragüelo (a common name for the plant Ageratum conyzoides). 



rompesaragúey
It is evidently a mistake by the name of the Saragüey breaking plant (Chromolaena odorata). 

roncal
Another name for the Nightingale bird.

roncal
Type of cheese, probably originating from the region mentioned by FEDE.

ronfín
If it is not a bug by way, it must be spam.

ronna-
It is a prefix for a value raised to the twenty-seventh power, such as 10² 8311; .  It is taken from Greek 949;  957;  957; 
949;  945;  ( ennéa "nine" ), and this needs two explanations : first, the 9 is because it counts groups of thousands, of
three zeros, and hence the '27' because three zeros (000) by nine gives the 10 followed by 27 zeros as in the power of
the example [note: in the case of the byte that is binary and always counts of thousands,   a ronnabyte does look like 2
8313;]; and the name created by metrologist Richard Brown has an R added that is used as its symbol, because the E
already has many other uses that could lead to confusion.  See ronto- . 


